Aaras

Antiquity beautiful darkness
mystic archaic arcane
beckoning magical realm
reality by measures diminished
Far away ever so near
souls juxtaposed in the ether
celestial vision appears
terrestrial message is clear
Borne on the wings of desire
ashes from eternal flame
rise to the manifest pinnacle
bestowing life to peripheral dreams inspired
Genesis of initiation
perception and conscience transcending
rising from depths within
significant sound and vibration
Reverence the pleasure received
for she hath retrieved the essence
Embrace the new rising son
partake of the sweet oblivion
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Quintessence & Shadow

Daemoness
queen of the nocturnal realm
vampyric quintessence and shadow
spawn of malevolence reigning in terror
enrapt in the grace of damnation
Venomous beauty sits on the throne
comprised of the souls of the dead
frailty cum innocence faltered
altar of woman sacrifice
One she is chosen above
one she descends below
ethereal sensuous fantasy
closer & deeper familiar
Daemoness
queen of the nocturnal realm
vampyric quintessence & shadow
Spawn of malevolence
reigning in terror
enrapt in the grace
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Abysmal

Attracted to the thing
grim beckoning
upon darkest wings
ethereal sadness divine
Deep melancholy malefic design
immersed in the abysmal dream
reality fades into nothing
replaced by a realm
cold and grey
Beautiful overcast floating in the ether
day become night become day
matter as shadow embrace the nefarious gloom
partake of his love all consuming
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Tenebris Illuminatio

I fall into you
arriving in darkness
serpentine presence entwining
combining essence
redefining the message sent thus received
transcendence the achievement of one magnificent
The splendor is thine own inspiring me and mine
elevating consciousness to a sublime divinity
enlightening in kind
And I would keep thee safe beyond this place & time infinite
Perpetual ascension a child in discovery .
soaring ever higher borne upon wings of desire shadows illumination
Eternal journey divining chaos din of infinity
yet a moment of silence
truest love harmonious sent
rendered in vibrations of you
Illustrious vision beheld and felt
cherished through pain reward of bliss
mystic connection reflecting duality
embraced in affectionate kiss
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Swarm

Temptation frustration
the futility
tomorrow and tomorrow
unspeakable agony
Perfume of faiths
seek to cover the stench of toxicity
human debris and the flinch is so subtle
so as not to alarm
as the tormenting plagues of contagion
relentlessly swarm
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Wisdom of Arcane Obscurity

There is no other path left
or method to spiritual purity
worship the cult of death
wisdom of arcane obscurity
Drawn to malevolent splendor
cryptic and ancient medieval
majestic shadow enshrouding
the peace of benevolent evil
Disciplined magic and sacrifice
the bliss of divine desolation
transcendence transformation
in beautiful solitude
Mystical stimulation
euphoric submerged in mystique
labyrinthine darkness oblique
forsaking the light eclipsed
There is no other path left
or method
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Plague of The Dark Prophecy

Woe unto humanity
plague of the dark prophecy
arise from the morbid abyss
reign of the infamous beast
Lecherous murder and terror
infecting the soul of man
wretched condemned from the start
loveless black hearts thrice hateful and darker
Nefarious bringer of light
eyes open shut lost in the night
blind in thy meaningless plight
stumbling into the flame
Stumbling into the flame
chanting in blasphemous rhyme
stumbling into the flame
mumbling perverse incantations
Woe unto humanity
plague of the dark prophecy
arise from the morbid abyss
reign of the infamous beast
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Wytchhaus

Steeped in obsessions
labyrinth of repressed daemon
scampering madly about the peripheral vortex of depression
inadvertently tampering with the nexus
Taken samples and torment pampered
damp gaping void distant infinite galaxy destroyed
only to be near
Lust insanity nameless fear
profanity of dreams
sacred intimate naked appealing baseness
Scream then scream and scream again
appear from inside tearing
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Solitude of Morbid

Solitude of morbid comfort in the distance
beautiful bedlam beckoning
I step into the cold
familiar horrors ancient
serve unto thy master dark descent surrender
abject thus enslaved
Legion of abomination
congregation black
nameless conjuring return rising from the ichor
Liberate the evil
kill the weakened other
strength obscure malevolence
pall of death smothering
Genesis abysmal the journey has begun
metamorphosis macabre infinite nefarious
Solitude of morbid
comfort in the distance
beautiful bedlam beckoning
I step into the cold
familiar horrors ancient
serve
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Windsong

Melodious reverie sent unto me
perchance reality
thence delivered
ethereal grace received
Divine and distant remembrance
devoid of illusion
the intrusive beauty by will of unrequited love
longing within a most sublime melancholy
unfolding the heavens
Angelic indifference smiles upon innocence defiled
the wild becoming tame
right becomes wrong and one in the same contained
within the eye of the coming storm
calm upon fragile wings
Harken consumed transform depart
exhumed by their wondrous windsong
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Yolk

Wretched and desolate
chosen martyr
prodigal son condemned
to walk amongst the obscenities
temptation in horror grotesque
Torment eternal damnations
of worldly sadistic device
serenity subliminal agony
the queen of thy daemons gives unholy grace
Myth and fantastical faith
ethereal dream of existence
intrinsic life embryonic
the venomous yolk perpetual
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Wyrm

Sadistic temptation
diverse debaucheries demanding
solitude shameless damp abandoned
Anachroid tendrils
navigate and negotiate
reanimate the lifeless serpent
to penetrate the labyrinth of a conqueror
Squirming churning seething ambition
Destined to find a center
laying waste chastity's illusion
concealing all wreckage in the forbidden place
First and foremost delectable taste of power
whom it may devour
surrendered and serpentine bliss
transcend mortality orgasmic reality
reveals the tyrants cowardice
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Warlock Magic Circle

Ancient mystic reality
brutality shadow of fantasy
summoning daemons of darkness
arise the legend of Aaras
Insatiable lust and chaos
order of witches aligned
future world beckoning beauty
seduced by the obscure queen
Decipher the cryptic writings
archaic and labyrinthine myth
opening gates of the portal
surmised in a dream peripheral
Awaken partake of the gift
destiny chosen from birth
make the unbreakable pact
warlock magic circle
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We Are The Night

We are the night eternal entombed
bat wing take flight blind to the sun
Mortality’s end lifeless undone
ascend from black earth
the haunting begun
Sustained by the blood
profaning the essence
master of shadow the slithering mist
Wicked so wanton sickened maligned
mystic lycanthropy arcane sublime
Death bringing life the slaughtered are bled
wed unto thee together and feeding
We are the night eternal
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Unforgotten

Abomination
myth is fact
it has become
days outnumbered
Silent horror ancient past
caught up in mysterious knots
Indecipherable unforgotten
tangible and dissonant
Scattered dispersed anti matter
coming together
We share we care
the air we breathe
cold and foreign
Born again to receive and open the door
sleeping dreaming awakened
Abomination myth is fact
it has become
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Kastle

Recessed nightmare
beautiful dream in gloom
the darkest morbid overcast sky
ever to be seen by inhumanly wretched eyes enduring
so lovely a loathsome thing
Euphoric melancholia consumed in grey and black
there is nothing but desolation all around about
Servants peasants and unwary strangers
hang from gangly gallows ornaments unto the lavish macabre
From depths of nameless and unspeakable death
rise creations hellish embellishments of otherworld imagination
bestowed upon these abysmal realms wherein ghoulish monstrosities keep
Sleepless damnation sublime lamentation
skulls upon bones as vultures do swarm perpetually
finding their home
Abandon all hope
the hangman’s rope doth swing for they who would trespass into my dream
Who dare enter this lair finds fatality and despair waiting for thee
there with me in the ethereal emptiness enchanting
Flee this reality take sanctuary
in this truest obscure horror to be
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Draconis

Feeling closer to you
than ever before
this love permeates the darkened core
A tranquility finds a place within
dwelling swelling evermore
soaring into snowcapped mountains
accompanied by the majestic muse
queen of the desirous dream unfolding
thy name upon northern winds icy and familiar
Shadow pastels in murky hue deeper in greyscale
the vision of u rendered in melancholy
elegantly abysmal misty blue
Flight of draconis
the ancient wisdom from afar beckoning hither
to and from the stars returning
passionate this steadfast ardor sustained
fixated in the firmament void
Look behold the timeless wonder
future past the present oneness becomes the moment
divine and glorious brillance born of chaos
Embraced held fast within the beauty revealed
bask in the gift of cosmic happenstance jubilant is the dance
Without pandemonium
within the sound vibrating
ethereal silence understanding the other
Forever a word eternity felt before and then
tomorrow the fabulous journey to be explored it is ours alone aching thus forsaking all
homeward bound
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